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1. Introduction. In this paper we continue the project started in [4]—we shall

refer to this paper as (I) in the sequel—of generalizing the results of Dixmier [1]

from the setting of Banach spaces to that of locally convex linear Hausdorff

spaces (hereafter to be abbreviated as I.e. spaces). One of his main results, namely,

the characterization of conjugate Banach spaces [1, p. 1069, Theorem 17], was

generalized by the author to I.e. spaces in (I). But in Dixmier's characterization he

used the concept of the characteristic of a subspace in the dual of a Banach space.

This concept was not generalized to I.e. spaces in (I). We propose to do this in this

paper.

We use the terminology of (I) which is mainly that of Köthe [3]. Recall in

particular that if <F, G} is a dual system, ts(G, F) or rs(G) (when Fis clear from the

context) denotes the weak topology of F defined by the elements of G. Let F be a

Banach space and F' its dual. Let Sx be the closed ball of radius A in F' and S the

unit ball in F. The characteristic of a subspace V of F' is then given, according to

Dixmier [1, Definition 2 and Theorems 7, 8 and 9, pp. 1062-1064], by any of the

following four equivalent expressions :

(1.1) max{A^0 : Vn Sx is rs(F)-dense in SA},

(1.2) inf{sup/eynSl |/(x)|/||x| : x^O, xeE},

(1.3) 1/sup {||jc| : x e rs(V, F)-closure of 2},

(1.4) inf{||je+z|/||x|| : zeVL, xe E, x^O},

V1 being the orthogonal complement of V in F".

We shall refer to the real number defined above as the Dixmier characteristic

D(V) of V.

In the rest of the paper let E[t] and F' stand for an I.e. space and its dual. In

Dixmier's characterization of conjugate Banach spaces, an essential role was

played by subspaces of characteristic one in the dual. In the generalization to I.e.

spaces mentioned above, the analogous role was taken by what we called duxial

subspaces, defined as follows. A linear subspace V of F' is said to be duxial if

every convex rs(F)-compact subset of F' is contained in the rs(F)-closure of a

bounded subset of V[tm(E, E')], that is, F with the topology induced by E'[rb(E)].

It is easy to see that a duxial subspace in the dual of a Banach space is nothing but a

subspace of characteristic greater than zero.

We define in this paper two different characteristics a(V) and ß(V) for a subspace

F in the dual F' of any I.e. space F using (1.1) as analogy. Both the expressions
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reduce to the Dixmier characteristic D(V) when F is a normed linear space. In

generalizing the different expressions for D(V) we find that (1.2) generalizes to

both a(V) and ß(V) (cf. Theorem 6) but we have no generalization of (1.4) for

a(V) (cf. Theorem 7). The proofs of these are patterned after those of Dixmier.

But it is in the generalization of (1.3) that we really find the niceties of the investi-

gation. The analogues of (1.3) and of its consequences, presented in Theorems

1, 2, 4 and 5, come off with such an elegance as would allow us to claim that a

proper setting for the discussion of the characteristic is that of a I.e. space and not

that of a normed linear space. Our Theorem 4 examines the relationship between

the concepts of duxiality and that of characteristic one. As an application we prove

that F is always of characteristic one in E" (Dixmier had this result for Banach

spaces) whereas F is duxial in F" if and only if (cf. Theorem 5) E'[rb(E)] is a

Mackey space.

2. Some remarks on notation. If A CF', A° will denote the polar of A in F",

the bidual of F, and A0 will denote the polar of A in F. If A is convex, (A0)°, which

is the ts(E, F')-closure of A in F', will be denoted simply by cl A. For B<=E, B°

will denote the polar of B in F'. °U will stand for a fundamental system of closed

absolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero in E[r]. If V e<%, p(U, x) will be the

seminorm of x e E defined by V. Ji and 39 will stand for the class of all absolutely

convex bounded closed subsets of E[t] and E'[rb(E)] respectively. For any M^E

and Uetft, p(U, M) will stand for sup{p(U,x) : xeM} which is the same as

inf {/>^0 : M^pU}. Clearly p(U, M)«x> for all V if and only if M is bounded.

The same interpretation is to be given for p(B0, M), where Be 39and M<=E and

for p(M°, B) where M e Ji and B e 38.

3. Definition of characteristic. Given a subspace F of F', define the following

numbers :

(3.1) a(V, U,M) = max{p^0 : cl (V n M°)^PU0} for every UeWand MeJi

such that p(V,M)^0.

(3.2) a(V, U) = inf{a(V, U,M)p(U,M) : MeJi,p(U, Af)^0} for every UeW.

(3.3) a(F) = inf{a(F, V) : Ve®}.

(3.4) ß(V, V, 5) = max{p^0 : cl(Fn U°)=>PB} for every Ve® and Be®.
(3.5) ß(V, U)=ß(V, V, Vo).

(3.6) ft F) = inf {ft V, V) : Ve®}.
a(V) and /3(F) are called the uncharacteristic and the /^-characteristic of V.

Remark 1. Whenever p(V, M) = X>0, we have M^W, so that (l/\)V°^M0.

This shows, in virtue of the definition of A, that l/\V° is the largest multiple of Vo

that is contained in M°. So, whenever cl (V n M°)=>pV°, it follows that p^l/X.

In other words, 0^«(F, V, M)p(V, M)£\. This leads in turn to 0^a(F, V)-¿ 1

and to_0^a(F)gl.

Remark 2. It is easily seen that O^ftF, V)^ 1 and O^ftF)^ 1.
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Remark 3. Suppose F is a normed linear space, S its unit ball and Sx that of F'.

Thena(F,S,S) = D(F).Take C/=rSand A/=*S. Thena(F, U,M) = (r/s)a(V,Il,Il).

But p(U, M) would now be s/r. So a(V, U, M)p(U, M) would again be a(V, S, S).

Thus in the case of a normed linear space a(F, U, M)p(U, M) is constant for all U

and A/ and is equal to the Dixmier characteristic of V. So a(V, U) and also a(V)

are equal to the Dixmier characteristic of V.

Remark 4. In the case of a normed linear space ß( V, U) is constant for all U

and is equal to the Dixmier characteristic of V. Hence ß(V) is also the Dixmier

characteristic. In view of Remark 3 this means that a(V) and ß(V) both coincide

for a normed linear space with D( V).

4. Main Theorems. In all that follows, F denotes a Ts(F)-dense subspace of F'

and U (respectively, M and B) denotes a member of °U (respectively, Ji and 3S).

For M e Ji, unless otherwise mentioned, M denotes the ts(V, F)-closure of M in F.

Theorem 1. Let p(U, M)=/=0. Consider the following statements:

(a) p(U,M)<œ;

(b) a(V, U,M)>0;

(c) a(V,U,M)=l/p(U,M).

Then (a) o (b) and each implies (c).

Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Ifp(U, M)^0 andp(U, M)<oo then a(V, U, M)^l/p(U, M).

Lemma 2. Ifp(U, M)^0 anda(V, U, M)>0 then a(V, U, M)Sl¡p(U, M).

Proof of Lemmas 1 and 2. M, being the bipolar of M for the dual system <F, F>,

is equal to (V n M°)0. Hence (M)° = cl (V n M°). Let us write a = a(V, U, M).

Now if McpU for some p>0, then cl (Fn M°)=>(llP)U° for some p>0. This

means l/p^a(F, U, M) = a. This being true for every p>0 with the property

M^pU, it is also true with p(U, M) in place of p. Note that p(U, M) is nonzero by

hypothesis. Hence a§ l¡p(U, M).

Again if œ>0 then from cl (Fn M°)=>aU° we get M<=(l/a)(/. In other words,

p(U, M)S 1/« and Lemma 2 follows.

Theorem 2. 7e? ß(V, U,B)>0 andp(U, Af)#0. FAe«

ß(V,U,B)Sp(U,M)!p(M°,B);

ß(V,U,B)Sp(U,M)lp(B°,M).

In particular, ß(V, U)Sp(U, M)/p(U, M).

Proof. Let p(U, M) = X. Write ß=ß(V, U, B).

Now AM°=>cl(Fn AM°)=>cl(Fn U°)^ßB. So B^(Xlß)M° and hence

p(M°,B)SAlß.
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Again since cl (Fn AM°)=>ft5 we have (Vn AM°)0<=(i/ft\B0. This gives

(l/X)M<=(llß)B0 and so p(B0, M)^ A/ft

Theorem 3. (a) ß(V, V)^a(V, V).

(b) ß(V)u*(V).

Proof. It suffices to prove (a). Write ß=ß(V, V). Then cl (Fn V°)=>ßV°. Let

p(V,M) = \^0. Then A cl (V r\ M°) = cl (V r\ AM°)=>cl (V n V°)^ßV°. There-

fore cl(FnM°)3(ftA)C/° and a(V, V,M)^ß/X. This is true for every M for

whichp(V, M)¥=0. Therefore a(V, V)^ß(V, V).

Theorem 4. Let V be a rs(E)-dense subspace of E'. Consider the following

statements:

(a) V is duxial in E'.

(b) M is bounded in E[r]for all M.

(c) p(V, M) «xfor all V and M for which p(V, M) ¿ 0.

(d) ß(V, V)>0forallV.

(e) a(V,V,M)>0 for all V and M such thatp(V,M)±0.

(f)ß(V) = l.

(g) <V) = l.

(h) p(V, M)=p(V, M)for all V and M such that p(V, M)¿0.

Then we have the following implications:

(a) => (b) => (c)

0
(d)      =>     (e)

ft it
(f)        =>        (g)o(h).

If E[t] is a Mackey space, we have, in addition,

(d) => (a).

Proof. In virtue of Theorems 1 and 3 we have to prove only the following

implications : (a) => (b) and (g) <=> (h). The implication (d) => (a) when t is the

Mackey topology follows from the definition of duxiality.

To prove (a) => (b). Since Vo is rs(F)-compact, we have, by duxiality of F, the

existence of a T6(F)-bounded set F such that Vo<= cl (V C\ F). Now the rb(E)-

boundedness of F gives a A>0 such that FcAM0. Therefore V=>(cl(V(~\ F))0

= (Fn F)0=>(Fn AM°)o = (l/A)M. In other words, M<= Ai/. Since Vis arbitrary in

® it follows that M is bounded in E[t].

To prove (g) => (h). Let a(V)= 1. This means a(V, V) = l for all V. So whenever

V and M are such thatp(t/, M)^0, then a(V, V, M)>0. Now Theorem 1 shows

that for such pairs V, M, a(V, V, M) = l/p(V,M). In other words, l=a(F, V)

=inf{p(V, M)/p(V, M): MeJi, p(V, M)^0}. Therefore p(V, M)=p(V, M) for

all V and M such thatp(t/, M)¿0.
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To prove (h) => (g). Let p(U, M)=p(U, M) for all U and M for which p(U, M)

^0. Then for such pairs U, M,p(U, M)<oo and so a(V, U, M) = l/p(U, M). There-

fore a(V, U) = inf{p(U, M)lp(U,M) : MeJi,p(U, M)^0}=1. Hence a(V) = l.

Theorem 5. Fer F Ae canonically embedded in E". Then

(a) a(E)=ß(E)=l,and

(b) E is duxial in E" if and only if E'[rb(E)] is a Mackey space.

Remark. L.c. spaces F for which E'[rb(E)] is a Mackey space are said to be

semidistinguished (cf. (I) p. 339 and also Table 2).

Proof. Since the ts(F')-closure in F" of every M e Ji is M00, it follows that

F n M00 is Ts(F')-dense in M00. Now the sets {M°, M e Ji} form a fundamental

system of neighbourhoods of zero for E'[rb(E)]. So ß(E, M°)=l for every M e Ji

and this means ß(E) = 1. It then follows from Theorem 3 that a(E) is also equal to 1.

This proves (a).

To prove (b) we note that (cf. Introduction) duxiality of F in F" is equivalent to

saying that every convex ts(E')-compact subset K of F" is contained in the ts(E')-

closure in F" of some bounded subset of E[rbi(E', E")] that is, of E[rb.(E', E)].

But the bounded subsets of E[t„.(E')] are the same as the bounded sets of E[ts(E')]

and of E[t], since the bornological topology associated with these is bigger than

Tb.(E'). Thus every K is contained in the ts(F')-closure in F" of some r-bounded

subset of F. This, by definition, is equivalent to saying that Fis semidistinguished.

Remark. The example of Komura [2] of a space for which E'[rb(E)] is not a

Mackey space serves as an example for the situation where F is of characteristic

one in F" but not duxial in F". This therefore shows that for the subspace F of F",

among the properties mentioned in Theorem 4, (a) is not satisfied even when all the

others are.

5. Generalizations of (1.2) and (1.4). For this section we need the following

lemma which is perhaps well known, but for which the author has not been able

to find any reference.

Lemma 3. (a) For every UeW, and for all xeE, p(U, x) = sup {|/(x)| : fe U0}.

(b) For every MeJi and for allfe E', p(M°J) = sup {\f(x)\ : xeM}.

Proof. Consider the seminorm defined by x-»- sup{|/(;c)| :feU0}. The unit

ball of this seminorm is {x e E : {sup \f(x)\ : fe U0} S 1}. But this latter is just Ü.

Now we know there is a one-to-one correspondence between the seminorms on F

on the one hand and on the other hand the absolutely convex absorbing sets whose

intersection with every real homogeneous straight line is closed. Hence the semi-

norm coincides with p(U, x). This proves (a). The proof of (b) is similar.

Theorem 6. For all U and M such that p(U, M) =£0,

(a) a(V, U, M) = inf{supfeVnM<> \f(x)\¡p(U, x) : xeE,p(U, x)^0} and

(b) ß(V, U) = inf{supfeVnUo\f(x)\lp(U,x) : x e E, p(U, x)¿0}.
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Proof. Write a = a(V, V, M) and ß=ß(V, V). We shall prove (a) below. To

prove (b) we have only to replace a by ß and F n M° by V n Vo in the following

proof.

Denote by s the infimum on the right side of (a). Let x0e E with p(V, x0)^0.

Let e > 0.

Let g g (s-e)V°. Then \g(x0)\^(s-e)p(V, x0). Now there exists f0 e Vn M°

such that \fo(xQ)\^(s-e)p(V, x0)^\g(x0)\. Write fx=f0g(x0)/f0(xQ). This A g F

n M° and /i(x0)=g(x0). Thus for every x0gF with p(V, x0)^0 there exists

fx e cl (F n M°) such that/^Xo)=g(x0). In other words g and cl (F n A/0) cannot

be separated by such elements x0. Clearly g cannot be separated from cl (V n M°)

by elements x0 withp(f7, x0)=0; for in such a case g(x0) = 0. Thus g g cl (Fn M0).

g being arbitrary in (s-£)<y° we get (s-e)V°<=cl (Vr\ M°). Hence a^(i-e).

Since e is arbitrary it follows that a S: s.

On the other hand, by Lemma 3 above, ap(V, x0) = sup{|/(x0)| :feaV°}.

aV° being rs(F)-compact there exists geaV° such that \g(x0)\=ap(V, x0).

Replacing g by g0=gexp (—i arg(g(x0))) we see that there exists g0eaV° such

thatg0(x0) = ap(V, x0). Butweknowcl(Fn M°)=>aV°. Thereforeg0ecl(Vn M°).

Consider the rs(F)-neighbourhood of g0 defined by

{/: \f(xo)-g(x0)\ úep(V,x0)}.

This contains f0 e V n M°.  Hence  \f0(x0)—go(xo)\ = eP(U, x0) and so  |/0(x0)|

^ap(V, x0) — ep(V, x0). Hence

sup   {\f(x0)\lp(V, x0)} ^ a-e.
feVnM"

e being arbitrary and x0 being any element of E with p(V, x0)te0, we get a^s. This

completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 7. Let Ve® and V be a rs(E)-dense subspace of E'. Let VL be the

orthogonal complement of V in E". Then

ft F, V) = inf {p(V°°, x+z)/p(V, x) : x g F, p(V, x)^0,ze V1}.

Proof. Write ß for ftF, V) and í for the infimum on the right hand side. Let

x g F with p(V, x) ¿0 and let z g V1. Then

p(V00,x+z) = sup{|(x+z)/| :/g Vo}

èsup{|(x+z)/| :/GFnf70}

= sup{|/(x)| :feVnV0}

= sup{|/(x)| :/Gcl(Fn£/0)}

Zsup{\f(x)\:feßV°}

= ßp(U,x).

This gives j^ft
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On the other hand, given e>0, there exists x0e E with p(U, x0)^0 such that

sup{\f(x0)\lp(U,xQ) :feVnU°}S ß+e.

Since E"\VL is the dual of V[rbi(E, E')] and the natural topology rn(E',E")

canonically maps into the topology on E"\VL of uniform convergence on sets of

the form V n U° we get

inf {p(U00, x0 + z):zeV1}= p(U00, [x0+ V1])

= sup{|<[x04-F-L],/>| :feVnU0}

= sup{|<x0,/>| :feVnU0}

S(ß + e)p(U,x0).

Since e is arbitrary, we get sSß and this completes the proof.
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